Database systems were a solution to the problem of shared access to heterogeneous files created by multiple autonomous applications in a centralized environment. To make data usage easier, the files were replaced by a globally integrated database. To a large extent, the idea was successful, and many databases are now accessible through local and longhaul networks. Unavoidably, users now need shared access to multiple autonomous databases. The question is what the corresponding methodology should be. Should one reapply the database approach to create globally integrated distributed database systems or should a new approach be introduced?
INTRODUCTION
Database systems were proposed as a solution to the problem of shared access to heterogeneous files created by multiple autonomous applications in a centralized environment. These files were hard to manage. They contained duplications and various types of heterogeneity such as differences in naming, value types, and file structures for similar data. Specifically, it was difficult to provide interfile consistency and overall privacy and efficiency.
To overcome these difficulties, the autonomous files were replaced by a centrally defined database, free of duplications and heterogeneity. The database was managed under the centralized control of a database management system (DBMS), giving applications the illusion of being the sole user Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. 0 1990 ACM 0360-0300/90/0900-0267 $01.50 of the data while providing overall consistency, privacy, and efficiency. The idea was very successful, despite the challenges of database design and administration.
Today, many databases exist, especially in large companies. Some of them share disks and processors, but often are distributed on mainframe computer servers, workstations, and personal computers. In many cases, the computers are connected via some telecommunications network. Unavoidably, users now need shared access across these multiple autonomous databases. The advancements in distributed computing and networking have given the technical basis for access at the physical level. The question is what should the approach be at the logical level. Should one reapply the database approach and globally integrate all the accessible databases, or should new approaches and architectures be introduced? In the former case, a distributed DBMS (DDBMS) manages the distributed database through a single global ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 22, No. 3, September 1990 conceptual schema. Existing databases must be replaced, in effect, by a single logically integrated database. In many companies, however, replacing the existing databases is simply not feasible. In the latter case, new functions must be provided to manage multiple autonomous databases without a global schema.
Earlier DDBMS prototypes, like SDD-1, POREL, SYSTEM R*, and SIRIUS-DELTA followed the former approach. None of these prototypes were widely used, and no commercial grade system was developed. In the meantime, the efforts changed toward the latter approach. Multiple autonomous databases, managed together without a global schema, are called multidatabases or interoperable databases. The systems managing them are generally called multidatabase systems or federated systems.
The essential component of a multidatabase system is the language used to manage interoperable databases. The major issues involved in the design of such a language relate to local autonomy and data redundancy. Local autonomy implies that local data models may be different, for example, hierarchical for one database and relational for another. Even if all interoperable databases have the same data model, data definition autonomy still allows for heterogeneity of names, value types, and data structures. Data redundancy causes well-known update and consistency problems.
Traditional data definition and manipulation languages are designed for nonprocedural manipulation of data in a single integrated database and under a single integrated schema. Multidatabase systems also need nonprocedural manipulation of data but in different interoperable databases possibly having different data models. Multidatabase manipulations may involve interdatabase joins, updates spanning several databases, or data interchange between databases. New languages must allow for redundancy of logical data, as well as for differences in names, value types, and data structures. Queries should also be reusable and possibly even remain valid despite changes in the schema of some of the accessed databases. Changes to l 269 multiple autonomous schemas will indeed be more frequent and under less control than changes to the schema of a single centralized database. Local autonomy affects the classical requirements for consistency, concurrency control, and transaction management. These must be redefined for the multidatabase environment since a transaction may require the cooperation of several autonomous database systems and even other types of systems. Query optimization becomes much more difficult. On the other hand, problems inherently hard to solve for stand-alone systems such as very complex queries may be solved efficiently when spread out on interoperable systems.
In this paper, we present the basic concepts of multidatabase systems. In Section 1, we analyze the evolution of the database systems. In Section 2, we present methodologies for the design of multidatabase systems. In Section 3, we argue that major operational relational database systems have evolved toward multidatabase capabilities. We compare these to advanced prototype multidatabase systems. In Section 4, we present selected research issues.
MOTIVATION FOR MULTIDATABASE SYSTEMS
Large enterprises often have autonomous databases on mainframes, minicomputers, and PCs. Frequently small autonomous databases exist at the departmental level. It will usually be impossible to integrate all these databases under a global schema. Using multidatabase concepts, however, it should be possible to make them interoperable.
Furthermore, multidatabase systems will need to manage different types of databases. This section describes how existing information retrieval databases and videotex databases provide for interoperability. It also outlines the constraints for future multidatabase systems.
Information Retrieval Databases
Information retrieval databases are the most common example of existing multidatabases. With advances in database and telecommunication technologies, these have become quite popular as database services. In the United States, well-known examples are Dialog,@ CompuServe,@ The Source,e and EasyNet,@ providing access to more than 850 databases. In Europe, the best known are Inspect?' and Questel,e but several others exist. For a fee, these services provide information on virtually any domain of life.
The users of information retrieval databases frequently do not know the data well enough to formulate a precise query. In the presence of a large number of databases, they may even have trouble choosing which databases to use. Therefore, it is common for the services to use collective, multidatabase names, classifying databases into possibly nested categories like finance, travel, and education. The user is guided through a sequence of queries progressively narrowing the scope until it fits the user's needs.
The largest information retrieval database system, providing access to multiple databases from a single terminal is, Videotex databases are accessible through public videotex systems popular in Europe. They usually have a hierarchical database structure and some limited graphic capabilities. These systems exist in several European countries.
They resulted from nationwide efforts by the Telecommunication administrations (PTTs) within each country. There are several videotex standards, and EEC is sponsoring the developing of gateways. The first known system is the British PRESTEL; the most widely used, however, is the French system TELETEL, which we will now discuss.
In this environment, the need for multidatabase retrieval is strong because searching databases one by one is time consuming and expensive. Currently, however, multidatabase access is not supported. This restricts the usage of TELETEL.
Consider, for example, the difficulty of finding the cheapest flight offered by any airline. Each airline has its own database. A directory qualifies databases by collective names, such as AIRLINES.
These serve as the entry point for search and lead to a list of pertinent databases. There is, however, no automatic linking to the databases. The user must leave the directory and manually connect to each database. This is becoming untenable. Multidatabase access must soon be supported.
Synthesis
Videotex systems provide access to various services, usually connected to the PTT videotex network. The physical location of servers is transparent to the user who knows the services and their databases only by logical names like Air France and American Express.@ The data manipulation language is customized and menu driven. Advanced systems use key words similar to those used in information retrieval databases.
In 1988, the number of videotex terminals in France approached 3 million. The current number of services is about 4000, with new databases appearing daily. They address virtually any aspect of the everyday life. Usually several services address the same subject and are in strong competition. For example, there are more than 30 databases owned by unions or political parties to express political views. Needless to say, they are highly autonomous and not mutally consistent. All major banks, newspapers, insurance companies, travel agencies, and airlines provide access to their databases and compete for customers. In addition, there are many databases for buyThere are presently many systems providing access to collections of databases, particularly information retrieval and videotex databases. Many more databases, especially relational databases on shared minicomputers and networked personal workstations, will soon be created. The need for manipulations spanning multiple databases will increase. Such databases, however, are typically autonomous and must remain so. They may even compete for customers. Centralized control and global integration are highly unlikely.
The providers of information retrieval databases perceived the need for multiple database access due to the demand and support of powerful institutions like EEC. These systems already provide some capabilities to manipulate multiple database; for example, a common language, CSS, and directories of existing databases. Videotex databases use specialized languages and menus that differ among databases. Although some common functions appear, such as multidatabase names in common directories, there is no common manipulation language. Corporate database systems are evolving toward SQL as a common manipulation language. must take all needs into account and constitute a framework for both general and specific solutions.
MANAGEMENT OF MULTIPLE DATABASES
Research in DDBMSs tried to apply the classical database approach to the management of multiple databases by building a global conceptual schema and making all the data behave as one classical database [Breitbart and Tieman 1985; Landers and Rosenberg 1982; Staniszkis et al. 19851 . This approach is unrealistic since the local databases must give up their autonomy.
In this section, we present one approach to the management of multiple databases without a global schema-the multidatabase approach [Litwin et al. 19821 . Then we relate it to the federated databases approach [Heimbigner and McLeod 19851 . Finally, we discuss the relationship between these approaches and the DDBMS approach. The multidatabase approach [Litwin 1984 [Litwin , 1985 Abdellatif 1986, 1987; Litwin and Vigrer 1989; Litwin et al. 1982, 19871 assumes that the user needs to access multiple databases without the benefit of a global schema. The data in different databases may be redundant, and discrepancies, such as names, data structures, and value types, may exist. One may also face value inconsistencies such as two different ages for the same person. Finally, data definitions may change.
These are all facets of database autonomy. An autonomous database should have data definition autonomy, including name independence, data duplication autonomy, data restructuring autonomy at the logical and physical level, and value type autonomy. All these types of autonomy are desired by users and are missing when they are forced to share a global database schema. Autonomy is one of the major motivations for multidatabases.
Concept of a Multidatabase System
The concept of a multidatabase language is central to the notion of a multidatabase system. Such a language should provide all the functions of a database language and allow for database interoperability. The latter requirement means that the user should be able to formulate nonprocedural multidatabase manipulations in spite of the above discussed facets of autonomy and the absence of a global schema. The formulation of operations should remain invariant to changes in data definition as long as the meaning of the data is preserved. Section 2.1.4 will discuss functions of a multidatabase language in more detail.
A system providing a multidatabase language is called a multidatabase system (MBS). A set of (multi) databases for which a multidatabase language exists is called a multidatabase.
Thus, a set of databases without a multidatabase language is just a set; when it is provided with a multidatabase language, it becomes a multidatabase. Multidatabases can bear a collective multidatabase name (as information retrieval databases often do), or they can be unnamed. Named multidatabases can be nested.
An The MBS architecture in Figure 1 [Litwin et al. 19821 extends the well-known ANSI-SPARC proposal. The levels of the multidatabase architecture are as follows:
Internal Level: Existing databases managed by DBMSs, each with its physical (internal) schema (Psi). Conceptual Multidatabase Level: A DBMS presents to the next level, the multidatabase level, the conceptual schema (CS;) of the database willing to cooperate. This schema may be the actual conceptual schema or a local external schema. In the latter case, the actual conceptual schema is called an internal logical schema (IS). As Figure 1 illustrates, a user may access multiple databases in two ways:
Directly at the multidatabase level, using the functions of the multidatabase language Through an external view, using either a multidatabase language or a database language, if the external schema defines a single database Due to the substantial problems involved in translations between heterogeneous data models, a common data model is used at the multidatabase level. Because of its nonprocedural manipulation language, the relational model is an obvious candidate. Each database appears at the multidatabase level with local relational capabilities. For multidatabase manipulations, additional capabilities are needed at both delinition and data manipulation levels. These are discussed next.
Functions of a Multidatabase Language
A multidatabase language must allow users to define and manipulate a collection of autonomous databases in a nonprocedural way. Such a language needs features not currently part of database languages. The first feature is the ability to use logical database names in queries to qualify data elements in different databases. Classical systems do not have this feature because interrelated data were assumed to be in a single database.
Other features of a multidatabase language allow for autonomy while supporting cooperation between the administrators, especially over the data definition.
They allow for a data definition to enter several schemas in the multidatabase rather than requiring one definition for each individual database (see Example 2), and they allow for the export and import of data definitions between databases. They also provide nonprocedural manipulation of data that may be replicated between databases and may differ with respect to names, structures, or values despite having the same meaning. Manipulations may be formulated in such a way that they are reusable despite autonomous changes to the schemas of some of the databases. Since there is no centralized control over data, changes to schemas may indeed happen at any time. It would be unacceptable if all such changes required a reformulation of the corresponding manipulation.
Details of features that should be provided by multidatabase languages were found through the experimental design of the multidatabase system MRDSM Abdellatif 1986,1987] . This system was designed for databases managed by the Multics Relational Data Store (MRDS) database system. Whereas some of these features were intended as general notions, others were specific to relational databases. Their analysis and implementation were aimed at demonstrating the feasibility and utility of relational MBSs. Further work reported in [Litwin et al. 19871 defines them specifically for the SQL environment through the proposal of the MSQL multidatabase language.
SQL is the common platform for many commercial relational systems. It was designed for the manipulation of a single relational database. It lacks such fundamental multidatabase features as naming the database. The goal of MSQL is to explore this problem in a systematic way. The language is aimed at accommodating various possibilities already in use for access to multiple databases. Multiple queries: The ability to perform in a single statement a relational operation on each one of a set of possibly heterogeneous relations. It may, for example, be the projection of a single attribute from a set of relations.
Implicit joins for manipulations of databases with similar data but different vertical decompositions due to data structuring autonomy [Litwin et al. 19871 : An implicit join is a natural join performed by the system over domains that are defined to be compatible [Jakobson et al. 19881 . It (re)constructs relations from their vertical decompositions. Like the universal relation interface, it allows for the same query formulation to run against multiple databases in which the same concepts are modeled through different relation decompositions. Thus, it allows for a single multiple query, where SQL would lead to several different queries. l Capability to update a dynamic attribute [Litwin and Vigier 19891: This feature simplifies the declaration of a dynamic attribute. It is discussed in Section 4.4. l New built-in functions; for example, the NAME function in the example below that transforms a data name into data value. Data names in one database may be data values in another, and a query may then need names as values in a SELECT or WHERE clause. For other built-in functions see [Litwin et al. 19871. l Multidatabase view definition, using the (multidatabase) query modification technique: A multidatabase view is a virtual relation that is derived from multiple databases and belongs to a database (the latter requirement is implicit in SQL). A single MSQL CREATE VIEW statement can define several views belonging to different databases. l Multidatabase external schema definition (called virtual database in [Litwin et al. 19871 ): A multidatabase external schema defines a virtual database as a named set of virtual relations. These schemas may define distributed databases in the sense of Ingres/Star, discussed in more detail later. l Interdatabase queries for import and export of data between databases: MSQL functions deal with the problem of key conflicts between incoming and existing tuples and support single-statement transfers to or from several databases. l Auxiliary objects like interdatabase triggers in Sybase and equivalence dependencies between names in different databases: These dependencies specify equivalent and compatible domains and allow for implicit joins spanning several databases.
The MRDSM system demonstrates that these features are feasible. Some of the corresponding implementation techniques and research problems are discussed in Sections 3 and 4.
Example 1 Consider a bank bnp with three branch offices in Paris-&oile, nation, and opera [Litwin et al. 19871 . Each branch and the main office has a database with the corresponding name. A multidatabase, collectively called branches, is declared by the command CREATE MULTIDATABASE branches (etoile, nation, opera).
The branch databases are autonomous, but they cooperate. They use some common attributes but have their own attributes as well. Some also use different data names for the same concept. We assume that they contain the following tables (keys are italicized): The usual practice in a bank is that all branch accounts are redundantly stored in the main database, that is, bnp, as well as in the branch databases. Each day the balances of all branch accounts are copied to the main database. One formulation of this query in MSQL is USE bnp branches LET x BE branches.* STORE bnp.account (* *) SELECT* NAME(x) FROM x.acc%
The USE clause defines the scope of the query (bnp and the three branches databases). The LET BE clause defines the explicit semantic variable x whose range is the set of names of databases constituting branches. The STORE command replaces all tuples in bnp.account whose key matches the incoming tuples (acc# is the key of the relations). The (* *) clause means that the source attributes are mapped on the target attributes with the same names, regardless of their order in the table schemas. The MSQL built-in function, NAME(x), transforms the database name into a value to be stored in the brname attribute to the bnp database. The designator x.acc% in the FROM clause is a compound semantic variable, where x is defined above and act% is any The D-COLUMN clause declares the dynamic attribute named balance$ and defines the value expression for its derivation. For the update of the dynamic values, this expression must have an inverse. A technique used by MRDSM for updating views with value expressions and dynamic attribute is described in Section 4.4. As far as we know, MRDSM is the only system with this capability. Queries to ace-br may be processed through the well-known principle of query modification [Stonebraker 19751 .
Suppose a user, DuPont, of 6toile would like to have the view act-br, including the same access rights as defined for user Durant of bnp.acc-br.
He can import the view using the following statements. The notion of a single federated database was proposed in Hammer and McLeod [1979] as a federation of a loosely coupled set of components such as objects, records, and types (i.e., a single federated database has no unified schema). This notion was then extended to that of a federation of loosely coupled databases without a global schema [Heimbigner and McLeod 19851 . The basic components of a federated database are described below. It is noted that Sheth and Larson [1990] use this same term to describe systems with broader capabilities.
As illustrated in Figure 2 , each database presents an export schema to the federation. This schema is either its actual conceptual schema or a derived schema hiding some private data. Data to be manipulated by a federation user are defined by an import schema that may group data from several export schemas. Derivation operators are used to produce the import schema. There is also a protocol, like the one in Heimbigner [1987] , for negotiation between databases. Each federation has a single federal dictionary, which is a The reference architectures for federated databases and for multidatabases are very similar (compare Figures 1 and 2 ). An import schema corresponds to an external schema. A private schema corresponds to either the internal logical schema or the conceptual schema at the multidatabase level. An export schema could be considered equivalent to a conceptual schema at the multidatabase level. The federated architecture, however, does not specify whether the user may manipulate the export schemas directly, separately, or jointly. The federated architecture, as defined in Heimbigner and McLeod [1985] , does not support interdatabase dependencies. The concept of object equality functions, however, is similar to that of equivalence dependencies in the multidatabase architecture, except that the functions are in import schemas. autonomy and cooperation in interdatabase sharing.
The multidatabase approach shares these goals, although it stresses the concepts of multidatabase manipulations and interoperability.
A multidatabase language is required for the existence of a multidatabase. Hence, multidatabase is a federation of databases, coupled through the existence of the multidatabase language allowing the declaration of interdatabase dependencies. A conceptual schema at the multidatabase level (federative level) can be termed an export schema because it has no dedicated name in Litwin et al. [ 19821. A federal dictionary and negotiation may be among the secondary function of an MBS, depending on the system type or implementation issues. The single dictionary is probably the best choice for a closed MBS, whereas negotiation protocols are probably necessary in open MBSs.
Related Concepts and Terms
Conversely, the multidatabase architecUnlike distributed databases, a multidatature does not assume a dictionary equivabase distinguishes the notions of database lent to the federal dictionary as a basic and site. A site is a distinct physical feature. Similarly, it does not include canetwork node at which some number of pabilities for interdatabase negotiation. databases reside. A database is a logical Aside from these aspects, the differences collection of data bearing a semantically between the approaches are only in the meaningful name. If an MBS is distributed terms used for similar concepts and in over many sites, it provides location transthe aspects of multiple database manageparency. The user manipulates databases ment put forward as key ramifications as-as if they were all at a single site. All suming the absence of a global schema. The these principles accommodate the features key concepts in the federated approach are already in .use for access to information l W. Litwin, L. Mark, and N. Roussoupoulos retrieval databases such as Dialog, CompuServe, and the Source. A concept related to both the multidatabases and federated databases, and frequently misused, is distributed databases. The original idea of a distributed database is to have a classical integrated database transparently implemented on several sites instead of on a single one. This concept differs from a multidatabase and a federated database by the existence of a global conceptual schema. It leads to the drawbacks inherent in the database integration approach and to the surrender of autonomy. The concept of a heterogeneous DDBMS was intended particularly for the integration of databases with heterogeneous data models [Sheth and Larson 19901. Thus, a multidatabase system or a federated database system need not be distributed. A multidatabase system may manage only databases at a single site, for example, a Sybase server database. It requires distributed data management functions only if its databases are at different sites.
It should be pointed out, however, that this distinction is becoming less significant. The reason is that most of the commercial systems claiming to be DDBMSs use this term loosely and are, in fact, multidatabase systems. ISO, however, in its work on Remote Database Access Protocol (RDA) distinguishes an MBS from a DDBMS [ISO 19871 : Multidatabase systems will be more common and the RDA protocol is intended mainly for them.
In practice, the terms federated database system, multidatabase system, interoperable database system, and heterogeneous DDBMS are used as synonymous. They refer to systems that support access to multiple autonomous databases without a global schema. In addition, the term virtual database is also used as a synonym in Mermaid [Templeton et al. 1987a [Templeton et al. , 1987b and Ingres/Star. The term external multidatabase schema is synonymous to import schema and superview [Motro 19871 . Unfortunately, the term global schema is frequently used by vendors of commercial systems to mean external multidatabase schema. This use of the term is inconsistent with the literature, since several such schemas may share the same database and data consistency cannot be enforced as if a single schema covered all the databases.
The term gateway, introduced by Ingres/ Star, designates the system component mapping the data model within the internal logical level to that at the multidatabase level. There may be, for instance, a gateway from IMS to SQL or even between SQL dialects. A superdatabase [Pu 19871 is a particular kind of a multidatabase that is a hierarchical composition of (multi)databases with particular assumptions on concurrency control mechanisms. Supertransactions are also called (atomic) global transactions, whereas global procedures correspond to nonatomic global transactions. The meaning of the concept of a transaction in MBS is evolving toward this latter interpretation.
The term distributed heterogeneous system was used for a system of interoperable databases with heterogeneous data models. This is no longer the case; it also refers to data model homogeneous systems with different underlying DBMS or even to homogeneous DBMSs with preexisting databases [Sheth and Larson 19901 . One then speaks about semantic heterogeneity, in contrast to data model, system level, or syntactic heterogeneity [ Wolski 19891 . The concept of an MBS is sometimes identified with that of a distributed heterogeneous system, despite the more specific definition of the former and of the broader one of the latter. The latter concept also designates any type of system for the management of heterogeneous databases, including systems with a global schema. Until 1987, the work on multidatabase systems (MBSs) had been theoretical. Only a few research prototypes existed. It was still unclear whether an operational MBS would l 279 ever be constructed. In 1987, the first commercial systems appeared. They were Sybase, Empress, and Ingres/Star. There is now also a distributed multidatabase version of Oracle. These systems are destined for widespread and durable use. We now briefly present their current functions for multidatabase manipulations using the MSQL framework presented in Section 2. System level features of some of these systems are discussed elsewhere in this issue [Gomer 19901. 3 languages with the following features:
1 The user can qualify the relation name with the database name using the form database-name.relation_name. The user can define multidatabase views (virtual relations that belong to a database) but not virtual databases (named sets of virtual relations). Queries can have implicit joins (see Section 2.1.4); however, these queries are limited to relations with a single connection implemented via a foreign key. The user can formulate interdatabase updates using multidatabase INSERT and UPDATE statements. These statements map attribute names by order of enumeration in the SELECT clause (recall that MSQL allows attributes to be mapped by name). The user can define interdatabase manipulation dependencies in the form of triggers. A manipulation of one database can trigger that of another database. The dependencies may be transitively defined by independent users. The length of the chain is limited to eight. Interdatabase dependencies in MSQL are restricted to domain equivalence dependencies but could be expanded to include update dependencies as discussed in Section 4.3.
It is interesting to note the differences in __---the user interface compared to MSQL:
In Transac-SQL, the user explicitly opens one database at a time through a USE (database name) statement. This database constitutes the default scope for table and attribute names. All other databases remain available to the user, provided the user has the access rights. The access to a database is triggered by the use of its name as the prefix. MSQL allows the user to open several databases explicitly.
The database name is then required as the prefix only in the case of Developed by Rhodius, Inc., Empress V2 is a distributed multidatabase system. Databases may be on different computers over an Ethernet. Sun, VAX, Apollo, and IBM PC/PS are supported. Currently, however, Empress requires all computers in the network to be the same as it manages the distribution through the NFS file management system. It uses a multidatabase extension of SQL. Its features are as follows:
Table names in a query may be prefixed with database names. Database names may themselves be further prefixed by multidatabase names or site names.
Several databases may be open simultaneously.
The user may define multidatabase views and virtual databases. Both views and virtual databases may be distributed. A virtual database is manipulated as an actual one, that is, with location transparency (except for some updates). Two-phase commitment and two-phase locking are used to support distributed updates.
The possibility of using multidatabase __ _ names allows the resolution of name conflict between database names. An interesting feature of Empress V2 is that it supports multimedia data as "bulk" attributes of a table. They may then be interpreted as text, image, or voice data. This feature is an opening toward interoperability of multidatabase and multimedia systems.
IngresjStar
Ingres/Star is a software layer to the Ingres relational DBMS. Through gateways to other systems it supports an SQL interface locally. It differs from traditional DDBMSs by its "nonmonolithic"
architecture. This term designates the absence of a global schema. The architecture of Ingres/Star is that of Figure 1 . There are, however, currently no interdatabase dependencies. The consistency of replicated data, therefore, cannot be guaranteed. This is not surprising since updates through external (import schemas) are currently not supported, with the exception discussed below.
The relevant features of Ingres/Star are as follows:
The system allows the definition of any number of external multidatabase schemas over a collection of SQL databases, currently, only Ingres databases. The virtual database defined by this schema is called a distributed database (DDB), and its elements are called links. Once the DDB is created, it is used as an actual Ingres database, except for limitations on updates. The DDBs may share an actual table or database.
If the creation of a DDB consisting of n databases is requested, then an additional hidden database is automatically created by the system at the node of the DDB schema definition. This database allows a DDB user to invoke the CREATE TABLE statement transparently. This statement could not work otherwise because any table has to be in an actual database while the user cannot indicate in SQL where it should be. These tables can be updated, altered, and so on.
The system does not allow the user to directly formulate multidatabase queries to actual databases or, more precisely, to their export schemas. The reason seems to be implementation dependent, namely, the necessity of a dictionary entry created ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 22, No. 3, Septemberwhen a link is declared. The only way to formulate an ad hoc query is to define a DDB whose links are the addressed tables and formulate the query to the links. The links may be declared temporarily, in which case the DDB is automatically dropped. Otherwise, the user must drop the DDB explicitly. In both cases, additional manipulations are required for ad hoc multidatabase queries for Ingres/ Star than for Sybase and Empress. In addition, there is danger of system pollution with DDBs and underlying hidden actual databases created originally for ad hoc queries and then forgotten.
Oracle V5
In its version V5.1.17, Oracle also became an MBS (although this was announced for V5 in general, we can see it working only in this release). It allows the creation of several databases at the same site and the formulation of elementary multidatabase queries. The Oracle multidatabase language is termed SQL*PLUS. The database name (or even the site name) does not prefix the table name but postfixes it after the character a. This capability allows the resolution of name conflicts. The user also has particular statements for defining aliases for table names and database names. This capability, called database links, should not be confused with the different meaning of this term in Ingres/Star.
The language also offers statements for interdatabase queries unknown in other commercial systems but largely similar to those of MRDSM. All the multidatabase manipulations are also available for distributed databases through a distributed database management component SQL*STAR. It is likely that the latter will be permanently included in Oracle, which means that the concept of centralized and monodatabase Oracle will disappear. Distributed updates, however, are not yet available. (They are announced for the end of 1990.) Transaction processing will use two-phase locking and variants of the two-phase commit protocol. It should be able to coordinate non-Oracle databases, as well as participate in the commit protocols coordinated by other DBMSs.
Commercial Systems:
Information Retrieval Databases
The Common Command Set Language (CCS) has been adopted as the standard language for information retrieval databases in Europe. As SQL, it must be extended with features for multidatabase queries like those provided by the Messidor prototype [Litwin et al. 19821 . Such features are beginning to appear in commercial systems, as discussed below.
EasyNet
EasyNet, made by the TeleGlobe company, is the gateway switch and common singlesite image interface to more than 850 databases existing on different servers. The connection procedures, passwords, and so on, are transparent. The system supports an extended version of CCS as the common language but also lets the user switch to a local language. Databases are grouped under multidatabase names that are key words like history, finance, and law. A database may belong to any number of multidatabases. The user can search multiple ' databases under the same multidatabase name using a multiple query. In the terminology of EasyNet, such queries are called scans. A scan shows the number of recofds retrieved from each database. The user can then reformulate the query to narrow the search.
ii
A similar kind of multidatabase system (strangely termed ii) was recently put into commercial service in Great Britain. The common language is also an extension of CCS. It allows the user to select several databases and issue a multiple query to be repeated for each of them. As does EasyNet, it provides multidatabases names, and a database can belong to any number of multidatabases. The system received the award for the product of the year at the 1987 On-Line conference. There are several prototypes that are likely to give rise to operational multidatabase systems in the near future. One is the Mermaid system. Initially intended as a classical DDBMS, it has evolved toward a federated system. It is presented in Gomer et al. [1990] and Sheth and Larson [1990] , and in Templeton [1987a Templeton [ , 1987b , where original solutions dealing with the privacy issues in the multidatabase environment are described. The following two prototypes are also promising.
Calida
Calida is under development in the GTE Research Laboratories.
The operational version is destined for the management of numerous databases within GTE. The main features of the system, in the scope of this survey, are as follows [Jakobson et al. 19881: Calida makes it possible to access relational and Codasyl-like databases or hierarchically structured files. The data model at the multidatabase level is relational. The internal logical schema and the corresponding manipulation are generated through a rule-processing system. This system provides a particularly flexible interface to data model heterogeneous databases. The multidatabase manipulation language is a proprietary relational language called U/DELPHI (Universal DELPHI). It is an SQL-like multidatabase version of the earlier DELPHI language without explicit joins. It is used directly by the sophisticated user and as an intermediate language for a natural language interface. It allows the formulation of elementary multidatabase queries, including updates, where database names can be used as prefixes to resolve name conflicts. Query decomposition is carefully optimized using field statistics gathered by the system. Calida moreover allows the definition of external schemas and of views through the usual query modification technique. The system supports implicit joins (see Section 2.1.4) that may involve attributes in tables in different databases. This feature requires the definition of equivalences between domains or tables of different databases. In the GTE system, the corresponding equivalence dependencies are stored in a global dictionary. The algorithm for query completion is similar to that of MRDSM. It searches for a minimal spanning tree over the intersection of the nonconnected query graph and the connected database graph whose nodes are relations and edges are connections through keys. The algorithm, however, is limited to the case of a single connection between two relations (acyclic graphs). If there are multiple connections, the user is asked to make a choice. One advantage is a fast recursive algorithm for the spanning tree computation.
Among other interesting features of Calida is the menu-driven User Interface
Module with the possibility of userdefined macros.
DQSjMultistar
The Distributed Query System (DQS) prototype was developed by CRAI (Italy) [BellCastro et al. 19871 . The system should lead to a commercial version called Mult.istar. It allows multidatabase retrievals from IMS/VS, IDMS, ADABAS, and RODAN databases, as well as from standard VSAM files. It too uses the relational model at the multidatabase level. The language for multidatabase operations is a dialect of SQL used on so-called "global schemas" in DQS terminology. The DQS "global schema" is, however, in fact, an import schema, because several different partial and overlapping "global schemas" may be defined. These schemas may also include views in the SQL sense. Views are the principal data abstraction mechanism for aggregations and generalizations.
DQS has several interesting features. As in Calida, views are dealt with using query modification techniques. The query is represented as a tree, subject to algebraic transformations to reduce intermediate relations. An heuristic algorithm is also used to produce a query tree that is optimized with respect to data movements between the sites. For execution, this tree is finally transformed to a Petri Condition-Event net.
ADMS+
ADMSk is a prototype developed at the University of Maryland [Roussop~ul~s 19871 . It provides gateway access to multiple database servers running commercially available DBMSs. Its distinctive feature is that, as databases are accessed, data are downloaded onto local disk caches at the user site, thus providing local access to foreign databases. Downloaded data are incrementally and autonomously maintained at each site.
The ADMSk system manages local private data on workstations and shared data on servers [Roussopoulos and Kang 19861 . ADMS+ has two subsystems: the ADMS+ gateway software runs on each server and requests data manipulation on the shared databases; the ADMS-is a DBMS running on the workstations.
It manages local databases consisting of private nonshared relations and downloaded subsets of the shared server databases. Private relations are created and managed only locally on workstations.
The downloaded shared subsets are acquired as a result of running queries against the server databases. These are incrementally maintained on the local database as materialized views [Roussopoulos 19871 . By running the workstation's applications, the data that are pertinent to those applications are incrementally migrated to the workstation. The communication of data is only between the workstations and the servers; that is, there is no direct communication between workstations.
Extensions of the ADMS* principles to other distributed topologies is, however, a subject of current research.
A separate ADMS+ database gateway exists for each of the main commercial DBMSs: Ingres, Oracle, and Sybase. Eventually, there will be one gateway for each commercial DBMS. In addition to translating requests to the underlying DBMS, the gateway software keeps track of which subsets of the database have been downloaded to the workstations.
The ADMS-system is a DBMS that can run without security or concurrency control when it operates in a single-user mode. ADMS-can be thought of as an intelligent I/O cache database subsystem that capitalizes on the locality of the downloaded data and on the ability to process independently from ADMS+.
It further enhances the capabilities of a multidatabase system because it allows the user to build and maintain mixed-breed views of data. That is, the user can combine data in relational views from multiple foreign sources and can correlate and combine such mixed-breed views with the private data for value-added enhancements. These views can be further exported to the servers.
The goal of the ADMS+ architecture is to download data for processing on multiple workstations.
This allows parallel and asynchronous query processing. Subsets of the databases tailored to each workstation are processed locally by powerful workstations, freeing the database servers. The servers maintain the interoperable databases and have the task of maintaining data integrity, consistency, recovery, and so on.
Updates to the shared databases are only allowed on the servers. A deferred, periodic, or immediate broadcasting update strategy can be selected for the downloaded portions. When an update of a downloaded object is decided, incremental update techniques are used to minimize data transmission and message traffic. Downloaded portions can be discarded if they are no longer useful. This has no effect on the performance other than saving space on the local disk if the deferred update strategy is specified.
The most attractive feature of ADMS& architecture is its efficiency with respect to multidatabase management of private and shared databases. The local database integrates private and downloaded views from the shared server databases. ADMS+ provides overall interoperability and enforces data consistency. It also provides workstation site autonomy, because the local databases may run even when the servers are down. The ADMS+ technique for dealing with queries involving private and shared data through exported and incrementally maintained views is a particularly l W. Litwin, L. Mark, and N. Roussoupoul~s promising approach to processing distributed multidatabase queries because of its efficiency.
SELECTED RESEARCH ISSUES
The number of investigations of multidatabase systems has greatly increased recently. Some are reported in the references of this survey, particularly in Chu [1987] and Sarin [1987] . They have led to interesting results and inspiring concepts, opening a number of new issues. Their rationale is that the classical techniques for database management are too simplistic for multidatabase management. They need to be revised to accommodate local autonomy.
Data Definition
Databases managed by different DBMSs need conventions for data exchange. Within an autonomous multidatabase different data formats, encoding, and precision are often used for similar data. The brute force approach, such as a list of all possible conversions between data formats, encoding, and precision, is excluded because the number of conversions may be very large. The usual binding of names by exact and explicit designation is also too limited for multidatabases and would require a global schema, possibly with a very large number of generalizations, aggregations, and so on. The concept of Standard Format Data Units (SFDUs) [Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems 1987; Mark and Roussopoulos 1987a ] that carry their own universally interpretable type objects is a possible solution to information interchange in a multidatabase. SFDUs are based on the concepts of self-description and self-documentation [Mark 1985; ROUSsopoulos 1983; Roussopoulos and Mark 1985; Roussopoulos and Wallace 19821. A self-describing database describes and controls its type objects in terms of metaobjects stored in the data dictionary [Mark and Roussopoulos 1987a] . A selfdocumenting database describes and controls the evolution of its derived type objects in the data dictionary [Roussopoulos 19831 . A self-describing and self-documenting database controls its data, type, and derived type objects by means of update dependencies.
In this section, we describe self-describing and self-documenting database systems and how they support interchange of information in a multidatabase. In the following section, we describe the concept of update dependency and its use in a multidatabase.
4.1.1 Self-Describing Database Systems Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of a self-describing database system. This architecture is a framework for DBMSs, proposed by the Database Architecture Framework Task Group (ANSI/XS/ SPARC/DAFTG) [Burns et al. 19861 and recently adopted by the ANSI/X3/SPARC Database System Study Group. The core DBMS supports the internal, conceptual, and external schemas. It also supports the intension-extension dimension of data description with four levels. Each level is the extension of the level above it and the intension for the level below it. The data level stores application data. The data dictionary level stores the application schemas. The data dictionary schema level contains the rules for managing the application schemas. Finally, the metaschema level stores the basic set of rules for schema definition in the self-describing database system. The active and integrated data dictionary is the basis for information interchange in a multidatabase.
The core DBMS supports the data language (DL) that provides a set of primitive operations to manipulate any data object and type object at any level in the intension-extension dimension of data description.
Any compound operation is implemented as a tool in the data management tool box using the primitive operations of the DL. The tools are plug compatible with the core DBMS through the DL. Tools for information interchange in a multidatabase include the SFDU assembler and SFDU interpreter described below.
Self-Documenting Database Systems
Conventional database systems have dealt mostly with the management of the data- base extension. They simply retrieve, insert, modify, delete, and restructure (derive) data objects. This includes the maintenance of views during updates of base relations, view indexing techniques for storage savings and performance improvement, and so on. On the contrary, very little work has been reported on the management of the evolution of the database intension because it has been thought of as being relatively stable over time. When the database intension changes, derived type objects with materialized data objects and compiled queries may be affected. In a centralized system with tight control and relatively few data objects, a simple invalidation flag may be adequate. In a multidatabase with schema design autonomy, large collections of base and derived type objects can be expected, and a more systematic approach to the management of data dictionaries is necessary. Without it, there is no way to prevent an unexpected failure of a query or a view definition because an autonomous administrator locally modified the schema of relations involved. The failure may be hidden; that is, the execution would take place but would be incorrect.
Self-documenting databases solve this problem by keeping records of how their data and type objects evolve [Roussopoulos 1983; Roussopoulos and Mark 1985; Roussopoulos and Wallace 19821 . In each system, the semantics of data and type objects are derived and controlled through the system's DL. In each system, the meaning of any derived data and type object is kept in a derivation record in the system's data dictionary instead of being partly in the administrator's mind, as in today's systems. A derivation record may contain information about other cooperating databases.
The data dictionaries may be used in two ways. First, each system in the multidatabase can check derived objects and take appropriate corrective actions on affected derived objects when a schema is changed, or it can simply notify the users and invalidate the affected derived objects. Each system can therefore verify whether a multidatabase view definition is still valid before it is processed. Second, the users and the systems can take advantage of derived objects that may be more refined. In particular, one can avoid the proliferation of equivalent views. Self-documentation allows, in this way, a smoother and more natural evolution of autonomous databases.
Management of the data dictionary can be a complex process. It is, however, simpler for relational data, since the relational model provides some mechanisms for specifying and inheriting the intensional properties of a derived object. These properties may include the derived object's name, the names and types of its attributes, the security and authorization properties, constraints, and so on. Well-defined and controlled semantics of the relational algebra allow a precise interpretation of the derived objects.
In a distributed environment, the autonomy of the cooperating databases requires distributed control over data dictionaries for self-documentation.
Fully distributed control can be very time consuming, especially if instantaneous distributed update of many data dictionaries is required. A primary copy technique with incremental update [Roussopoulos and Kang 19861 is a more down-to-earth approach and is wellsuited for a multidatabase.
Standard Format Data Units
A multidatabase with self-describing and self-documenting databases can interchange information through SFDUs [Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems 19871. An SFDU is a self-describing unit containing data and type objects in a recursive type-length-value (TLV) encoding (see Figure 4) . The fixed length type field, T, identifies the type object needed to interpret the data objects in the value field, V. The fixed length field, L, represents the length of V in bytes.
To interchange information, the sender invokes an SFDU assembler tool (available to all multidatabase users) with a type object identifier. The SFDU assembler formats the data objects in the value field using the type object identified by the type object identifier. To interpret an SFDU, the receiver invokes an SFDU interpreter tool that interprets the data objects in the value field using t.he type object identified by the type object identifier.
If the type object is not available at the receiver, the receiver requests it using the type object identifier. The type object is received in the value field of an SFDU with a type object identifier that identifies the meta type object universally known in the system. Once the receiver has interpreted the type object through the meta type object, it can proceed with the interpretation of the value field of the originally received SFDU.
The SFDU approach to information interchange is well suited for a multidatabase because it requires no global schema and preserves autonomy.
The only requirements to the databases involved are that they maintain their own schema of type objects and maintain the universal meta type object needed to interpret other type objects.
Type objects are defined using a Format Definition Language, (FDL). Specific standards for an FDL are not included in Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems [1987] but must support the description of data structures such as relations, together with ordering, units of measure, range, and precision of data values. The problem of conversion of value types between autonomous systems, needed especially to make operations like relational join meaningful, can be solved locally for each system by mapping its value types to the value types of the FDL.
Update Dependencies
When data are redundantly stored, some mechanism must be put in place to manage the redundancy. An administrator of an autonomous database may want his or her database to be kept up to date with changes to related data in other databases or may agree to have changes in the database reflected in other databases. Therefore, a multidatabase language must provide capabilities that support the specification and control of update dependencies between databases that do not share a global schema. To deal with these update dependencies, a solution may be triggers embedded in some programming language, such as in Transac-SQL in Sybase. A general high-level nonprocedural formalism is, however, desirable to meet this important need. Such a logic programming like formalism, as well as the corresponding prototype implementation, is presented in Mark and Roussopoulos [1987b] ; Mark et al. [1985] ; Roussopoulos and Mark [ 19841. A relation R is update dependent on relation S if an update operation on relation R implies update operation(s) on relation S. An example of update dependencies is given in Example 3. In general, update dependencies are declared with the following form: (Cl>, (OPl, l>, (OPl, 2) , . . . 9 (OPl,nl).
(OP2,1), (OP2,2), . . . , (OP2,n2).
-+ . . .
The term (op) is an update operation on some relation, R. The (ci)s are alternative conditions on the database state, expressed as predicates. Each (opi:j) is either an update operation defined m another update dependency or a primitive operation on R implied by (ci). An evaluation of an update operation succeeds (evaluates to true) if and only if at least one (c;) evaluates to true and all the operations implied by (ci) succeed. Update operations specified this way are the data manipulation commands of the database language. Evaluation of primitive operations on R always succeed. Primitive operations include add for adding a single tuple, remove for eliminating one, and modify for changing one, along with write and read for the user interface.
When an update operation is called, its variables are bound to the actual values selected by the database system or to values supplied by the interacting user. The evaluation of conditions, calls of implied update operations, and calls of implied primitive operations are, in order of appearance, left to right and depth first. The evaluation of conditions assumes a closed world interpretation. If an evaluation or an execution fails, backtracking takes place. The database is physically modified if and only if the evaluation of (op) succeeds.
constraint (e.g. a key duplicate) forbids such an insertion into bnp. As a result, the insert in 6toile also succeeds (since the primitive operation add always succeeds), and both databases are allowed to accept the new account. Otherwise, the second clause, which sends a message to the 6toile administrator, is executed. Because the add and write operators always succeed, the insert in &oile always succeeds. This is consistent with the notion of autonomy of the databases.
The second update dependency first checks whether the accounts to be updated in 6toile and bnp are inconsistent with respect to their cl# values. If an inconsistency appears, the first update dependency clause succeeds and a message is sent, but the database remains unchanged. Otherwise, the second clause makes the update to the new balance, x, in bnp, while the third clause takes care of the case in which bnp is yet unaware of the updated account (e.g., when an insertion to bnp failed while the one to btoile succeeded). To guarantee the autonomy of &oile, the last clause terminates the definition of the dependency and always succeeds, even if all the specified manipulations of bnp have failed. Again, the update dependency checks only that the logical evaluation is true. The actual updates to the database may be performed at a different time, depending on the implementation of the underlying system.
Updates of Transformed Values
In a multidatabase environment, heterogeneous data values will frequently be converted to value types defined by the user or be used to calculate user-defined data elements. This is one of the facets of valuetype autonomy supported in MRDSM by the concept of a dynamic attribute D = F(A). F is a transformation of some set of attributes, A. Dynamic attributes are defined by the user in queries and disappear once the query is processed or the session is over. As far as we know, updates of virtual attributes have not been considered in the literature, and some even consider them to be impossible [Date 1986 [Date , p. 1871 . MRDSM provides a solution for dynamic attributes that naturally applies to virtual attributes as well. Its principles are as follows [Litwin and Vigier 19891: If F is a computable function, it is transformed to an equation whose roots are new values of A. The system passes F to MACSYMA, which is a large symbolic calculus system. If MACSYMA finds the symbolic solution complete or partial, it passes it back to MRDSM, which then eventually applies a numerical method (the Bairstow method) to the partial expressions. If F is not a computable function, MRDSM requires the user to provide the transform F' : D +-A.
Note that the above cooperation between MRDSM and MACSYMA is an example of interoperability between information systems of different types that, as far as we know, has not been previously integrated. This principle may be an alternative to the idea of an extendible database system, where one would build the formal calculus into that system (MACSYMA has about 400 K lines of Lisp). Note also, that although MACSYMA is a mainframe system, the proposed approach applies to systems on workstations as well. Equation solvers are indeed becoming available on workstations and even on PCs (TK!, Eureka, etc.). The capabilities of less expensive versions are more limited but are sufficient for many applications.
Query Processing
Multidatabase languages introduced new capabilities whose optimization is an open research area. Traditional work on distributed query decomposition assumes that the necessary capabilities are available within each participating system. Multidatabase query processing may need sophisticated services like a thesaurus, an equation solver, rule processing, and outer joins. It is unreasonable to assume that these services are universally available. There is a need for self-description of a database system not only with respect to its data but also with respect to its operational capabilities. The object-oriented approach seems useful for this purpose. The query decomposer has to take into account the availability of capabilities as additional constraints. A knowledge base may be used to check and eliminate ambiguities from multidatabase queries in the presence of semantic conflicts [Rusinkiewicz et al. 19881 .
The following problems seem particularly important in multidatabase query processing:
Different types of formulas for value conversion lead to different optimal algorithms. Furthermore, the most efficient algorithm for a few tuples may not be the optimal one for many tuples. For instance, if F is a polynomial, then the Horner algorithm is the optimal one for a single tuple. If several tuples are involved, however, then the Knuth algorithm, preprocessing the coefficients, outperforms it [Kronsjo 19871 . Multiple queries are evaluated in MRDSM as sets of queries resulting from the substitutions of unique identifiers for multiple identifiers and semantic variables. The resulting queries may have common subexpressions. Factorization of these subexpressions may be useful because duplication of retrievals or some intersite transfers may be avoided [Rosenthal and Chakravarthy 1988; Sellis 19801. Similar problems can occur for interdatabase queries, where data selected from some source database should be dispatched to several databases. Basically, an interdatabase query is a set of subqueries, each one performing a selection from the source database(s) and some kind of insertion into a target database. Target tables may differ to some extent. Factorization can avoid replicated selections between subqueries and may speed up other selections. It can use, as the source, a small temporary relation produced by the selection expression of another subquery instead of large-base relations.
Logic Multidatabase Systems
Future databases will often be knowledge bases, and one can expect to see autonomous knowledge bases being manipulated together. These will differ with respect to names, values, and predicate structures. Functions will be needed for nonprocedural logic multidatabase manipulations. The first attempt to solve this problem is described in Kuhn and Ludwig [ 19881. The presented system, called VIP-MDBS, extends the Prolog database system VIP-DBS designed and built by the same team. VIP-MDBS provides several functions transposing those of MSQL to the logic multidatabase environment.
It is shown that building multidatabase manipulation functions in this environment may be surprisingly hard. One reason is that Prolog alone lacks semantics, and thus a conceptual schema over the set of predicates constituting a database must be developed. Another reason is that Prolog statements use mapping by position in relation predicates, whereas SQL and relational languages use mapping by name.
The language of VIP-MDBS overcomes these structural properties of Prolog databases for most MSQL multidatabase functions. It also provides features that do not exist in MSQL, because, in practice, they are not provided by a relational system. The most significant features are intentional relations and transitive closure. VIP-MDBS supports multidatabase queries, multidatabase views (called recursive semantive relations), and multidatabase integrity constraints.
Object-Oriented
Common Data Model
It is likely that object-oriented database systems will play an important role in the next decade, and that heterogeneous multidatabases, including object-oriented databases, will be needed. An object-oriented paradigm appears to be the most appropriate basis for the common data model. The relational model can be seen as a particular l W. Litwin, L. Mark, and N. Roussoupoulos application of this paradigm. A prototype based on this assumption is being designed in the Pegasus project [Shan 19901 .
The prototype uses the OSQL language of the Iris system [Fishman et al. 19891 , extended with functions for multidatabase operations. Databases can be distributed, heterogeneous, and autonomous. They may be object oriented, multimedia, relational, hierarchic, or network. It is also possible to access data in other types of information systems, including file systems. The project studies issues in data model mapping and integration, including query translation and optimization. The query processor uses logical inferencing. The same technique is applied to deal with triggers and monitor the federation.
Finally, the project will study new techniques for transaction management and for extensibility.
The first phase is to build a system consisting of a relational DBMS (Allbase), an object-oriented DBMS (Iris), a hierarchical DBMS (TurboImage), and a popular HP file system (KSAM).
Dynamic Derivation of Personalized Views
Traditionally, user interfaces to databases have either assumed complete knowledge of the conceptual schema or have used predefined views to restrict the universe of discourse for end users and application programmers. Predefined views are appropriate only when the scope of queries is known in advance. If a user wants to pose an unexpected query, predefined views cannot be used; instead, functions for dynamic view derivation are needed. There is such a need in a classical DBMS; however, the need is critical in a multidatabase environment because of the autonomy of the databases among which the query may choose.
Functions for dynamic view derivation in a multidatabase environment are proposed in Neuhold and Schrefl [1988] . The proposal applies the database integration framework defined in Fankhauser et al. [1988] in an object-oriented environment. It uses the universal relation interface with implicit joins (see Section 2.1.4) and a knowledge-based approach to complete incomplete queries. The central idea is the concept of a message-forwarding plan, which defines, at the class level, how messages that cannot be handled directly are to be forwarded to semantically related objects. The forwarding paths for the method are equivalent to the data dependencies. The most promising paths are dynamically detected by an interactive knowledge navigator that is an expert system using a domain knowledge base, various thesauri, and so on. The concept of the context of an object is introduced to capture the semantic surroundings of the object classes visited on the message-forwarding path instead of making a selection from a syntactic measure. The paths determined with the help of these tools are selected and combined to define the final view. The main problem for the combination algorithm is the detection of cyclic paths. A proposed rule-based algorithm ensures that only "useful" cycles are included in the plan and that they can be expected to terminate during the actual execution of a query against the plan. The whole technique is under implementation on Sun workstations for the construction of dynamic personal views for multiple and multimedia databases.
CONCLUSION
Systems supporting interoperability of multiple autonomous databases are emerging. Major commercial systems like SQL Server, Distributed Ingres, Oracle V5, and so on, have already evolved in this direction. They will exist on personal computers, workstations, and minicomputers and will provide gateways to mainframe systems. Through IS0 and SQL Access standards, they will be able to cooperate in the processing of multidatabase queries. Without doubt, multidatabase (federated, interoperable) systems will be popular software tools.
The capabilities for multidatabase manipulations, present in commercial systems, are only a limited subset of those proposed by research. This is true for ex-tensions to SQL, as well as for techniques for concurrency control and transaction processing. Two-phase locking and twophase commitment, predominant today in the discussed commercial systems, do not suffice for multidatabases.
The new assumptions about the lack of global knowledge and about user autonomy will influence the design of future systems deeply. New principles will emerge at all levels, from logical data definition and manipulation functions to concurrency control and transaction management, as well as physical implementation and distributed execution.
The capabilities will further apply to new types of information bases, particularly knowledge bases. Finally, they will provide interoperability with other types of information management systems, broadly named services in the present systems. As we have shown, while discussing interoperability between a database system and a formal calculus system, this direction may prove an alternative way to obtaining benefits expected from an extendible database system. They will be of fundamental importance for the economical development of today's information-based postindustrial society.
